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Arcane announces agreement with Nexo to provide research services
Arcane Research, a division of Arcane Crypto, today announced a research agreement with Nexo, one
of the world’s leading digital asset institutions. Arcane Research will produce research for both of
Nexo’s client groups - retail and premium – and distribute the crypto research on a weekly basis.
“Our mission at Nexo is to elevate the client experience and to continuously add value for our clients and
community,” said Troy Gravitt, Head of Communications at Nexo and adds “A key part of doing that is
giving our clients the market information, insights, and analysis they need to make informed decisions
and to achieve success on their own terms. Our partnership with Arcane Research gives us the flexibility
to offer clients best-in-the-business market analysis while continuing to rapidly scale our core business
and operations. In addition to the new content for Nexo retail customers, we’ll be working with Arcane to
produce market research for Nexo Prime clients that rivals the caliber, sophistication, and feel of the best
available sell-side research found anywhere in traditional finance.”
“We’re excited to announce this partnership, helping Nexo with their content and research needs, and
giving Nexo’s clients the confidence to trust digital assets and stay updated on developments in the
market,” said Bendik Norheim Schei, Head of Research at Arcane.

For further information, please contact:
Torbjørn Bull Jenssen, CEO, Arcane Crypto AB
e-mail: ir@arcanecrypto.no
web: investor.arcanecrypto.se
About Nexo
Nexo is one of the world’s leading regulated digital assets institution. The company’s mission is to
maximize the value and utility of cryptocurrencies by offering an Exchange service with 300+ market
pairs, tax-efficient Instant Crypto Credit Lines™, a high-yield Earn Crypto Interest suite, and sophisticated
trading and OTC capabilities, while providing the top-tier custodial insurance and military-grade security
of the Nexo Wallet. Nexo has processed $80+ billion for 4,000,000+ users across more than 200
jurisdictions.
Visit nexo.io to learn more.
About Arcane Crypto

Arcane Crypto develops the infrastructure and products that enable worldwide adoption of bitcoin and
digital assets. Arcane is building a platform for users to learn, trade and invest in digital assets, all from
one account. Our market leading research content educates our users and builds trust. Arcane achieves
scale by providing a platform with open APIs, allowing third parties to develop their own products using
our technology and then distribute their product to our users.
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